Introduction
The plurality of all elements of the assembly of elements that reflect how the state of an system depends on the states of its components is called a structure.
In the reliability analysis, structures play an important role. In a first step, the structure of the equipment is analyzed, followed by establishing the algebraic expression of the structure function and then constructing a reliability network associated with that equipment. Considerations regarding complex systems or equipment are based on the following assumptions: The equipment considered can only be in one of the following states: operating state or fault condition (bivalent system). The considered equipment can be decomposed into components (elements) , . The set of all these elements is:
. Let the number of cuts with elements, . It is called the width of the system number . The study of the cuts and width of a system brings important information about the operation of the system under the condition that some of the component elements are defective. The difficulty of manually determining cuts and the width of a system increases as the number of elements in the system increases. There is a need to simplify and automate the determination of system cuts and system width. For this reason, the authors wrote the Matlab functions presented in Section 2.
Matlab implementation
The Matlab main function with the signature function cuts(n) receives thevalue of the input. The function generates all cuts to the reliability network. The function calculates the width of the system. 
Case study
Consider the system with the properties:
, , . The graph of the system is shown in Figure 1 . Obviously, the structure function of the system is the function: , .
For manual determination of all system cutss, the values of the structure function are calculated at all points . If for and for any and then the subassembly of elements is a cut. Table 1 is completed and all system cuts are obtained. . Using the Matlab function above, we will determine all the cuts of this system and the width of the system. 
